PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT
In given document the conditions of co-operation, right and Parties obligation are presented: onlineservice CoinCash.cc (hereinafter there is Service) and Customer (hereinafter - Partner). Observance of
terms of contract is compulsory strictly both for Partner, and for Service.
1. General provisions:
1.1. Service partner can become any person who reached of full age , as well as having total capacity.
1.2. Registration on the site CoinCash.cc and further co-operation of Partner with Service on partner
program is an absolutely voluntary decision of Partner himself.
1.3. Finishing process of registration and acquiring investment plan “LEADER”, each user becomes a
full-fledged Service Partner, utterly and completely accepts all conditions, agrees to observe all his
obligations and is given by all rights stated below in given document.
1.4. In the case of occurrence of conflict situation between Service and Partner, given conflict should be
resolved only by the way of negotiations of operational parties.
1.5. Payments of the profits, bonuses, prizes and additional incentives to Partners in of partner program
are produced according to conditions specified on the website CoinCash.cc.
2. Rights, obligations and responsibility of the Partner:
2.1. Registering on the website CoinCash.cc, the Partner accepts all his obligations and rights stated in
him.
2.2. On engagement of customers to Service Partner implements investments and partner activity
exclusively on his own initiative.
2.3. The partner has the right to create on the site CoinCash.cc only one account. In the case of revealing
of the fact of creation of a few аккаунтов by Partner within partner program, all of them will be blocked
without right of means conclusion. All monetary resource which was stored on balance of Partner, will
proceed to direction of Service as compensation of mental cruelty applied by the way of fraud.
2.4. The partner has the right to invite to co-operation with Service his relatives, familiar and third
parties, using for it only legal ways which do not assume violent or thoughtless affiliating to service.
2.5. The partner has the right to submit to the support service of the site CoinCash.cc at occurrence of
any question or difficult situation.
2.6. In the case of detection by attempts Partner either the fact of non-authorized access to his Private
Office or letter box, strongly it is recommended to inform about it to the support service of the website
CoinCash.cc.
2.7. In case Partner extended his registration data to third parties, and it resulted in breaking open
аккаунта and loss of monetary resources, which stored there, then all responsibility for taken place lies on
Partner.
2.8. The partner will realize that any investment and customers engagement on partner program is
followed by determined risks, for which responsibility Service does not bear. The partner has no right to
make a complaint and to require compensation of material damage in case result of participation in the
project does not correspond his expectations.
2.9. The partner agrees that in the case of delay of payments on investment plans or on partner program
owing to force majeure, technical disrepairs on the sites of electronic payment systems or other reasons
independent from Service, will not start to present claims, as will realize that given factors are out of
Service competence, and consequently responsibility for it service does not bear.
2.10. Partner agrees that at infringement them any items of given document, Service reserves the right to
itself to apply unilaterally to it the appropriate measures of impact provided for each possible infringement,
or, alternatively to stop co-operation at all.
3. Rights, obligation and responsibility of the Service:
3.1. Service has the right to request at Partner copy of documents verifying Partner registration data, in
the case of occurrence of disputable situations. In the case of nonrepresentation of given acknowledgement,
аккаунт it will be considered invalid and will be blocked with all means present on him.
3.2. To direct Service obligations enters supplying of serviceability of the website CoinCash.cc, Private
Office and the performance of financial-investment operations according to conditions and regulation.

3.3. Service is obliged to provide a total confidentiality of personal given one's Partner really will not
start to transmit under no circumstances to their third parties, including legal units and taxing services.
Service does not bear responsibility because Partner himself did not provide due protection his data,
accounts or voluntary passed a given information to third parties.
3.4. Service is obliged to provide trouble-free payments on bought investment plans of Partner, as well
as payment on bonus and partner program, according to the conditions of partner program specified on the
website CoinCash.cc.
3.3. Service is obliged to provide a total confidentiality of personal given one's Partner really will not
start to transmit under no circumstances to their third parties, including legal units and taxing services.
Service does not bear responsibility because Partner himself did not provide due protection his data,
accounts or voluntary passed a given information to third parties.
3.4. Service is obliged to provide trouble-free payments on bought investment plans of Partner, as well
as payment on bonus and partner program, according to the conditions of partner program specified on the
website CoinCash.cc.
3.5. Service has the right to send to the address of e-mail of Partner the notices of information nature,
enquiries of granting of verifying documents and other, to its discretion. In case Service will warn with the
aid of electronic letter or on the website CoinCash.cc of future changes, but Partner given notices will not
see, responsibility for consequences entirely lies on Partner.
3.6. CoinCash.cc has total right to apply radical measures relatively Partner spreading untrue, doubtful or,
alternatively partial information of Service, his work and command.
3.7. Service reserves the right to itself unilaterally and without consent of one's Partner to make changes
or addition to present document. Of planned changes and the date of their enter to action Service is obliged
to inform on the website CoinCash.cc or with the aid of e-mail specified by Partner during registration.
Closely read a given document. In the case if you disagree with any from items, you should not it
becomes Partner of online-service CoinCash.cc.

